
EMPTY CONTAINER 
HANDLERS
• H6XM-12EC3 • H7XM-12EC4 • H8XM-EC6 • H8XM-EC7  
• H9XM-EC7 • H9XM-EC8 • H9XM-ECD7 • H9XM-ECD8
• H10XM-ECD8 • H11XM-ECD8 • H11XM-ECD9
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TOUGH TRUCKS 
FOR CONTAINER 
HANDLING 
APPLICATIONS
Hyster® are the experts in Empty Container 
Handlers, and at the forefront of the double 
handling market. Hyster are the first choice 
for the tank container market with innovative 
solutions including double handling for wide 
body loads. These are the ultimate tough trucks 
for the most demanding areas of operation, 
offering truly innovative solutions to make your 
operation run smoothly.

Hyster® has a long history of developing truck 
solutions to meet the particular requirements 
of our customers in every industry around 
the globe. We continue to lead the market 
in answering the very specific challenges of 
container handling environments, helping to 
keep our customers at the top of their industry.

Innovation
Through a continuous product development 
programme, Hyster® Empty Container Handlers 
benefit from sophisticated technological advances 
that significantly reduce your cost of ownership 
and maximise operational efficiencies.
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Hyster® Empty Container Handlers  
are the ideal solution to help maximise 
your productivity. The winning 
combination of superior engine 
systems and hydraulics, combined  
with the strength and durability of the 
mast and spreaders mean that you  
can always achieve the highest levels 
of productivity. 

Hyster® trucks have been continually refined 
to realise increased cycle speeds and 
optimise yard capacity. The low weight front 
end and the position of the mast close to the 
truck body optimises stability, and combined 
with sophisticated variable hydraulics and 
5 speed transmission help to reduce fuel 
consumption and tyre wear.

Economy that works for you
Hyster® trucks are designed with low cost of 
ownership in mind. Well-integrated systems 
developed with high quality suppliers help to 
minimise the lifetime cost of operations. This 
new generation of Empty Container Handlers 
achieves the best fuel economy levels in 
the market, with increased savings on fuel 
consumption of up to 20%.

FOR MAXIMUM 
PRODUCTIVITY,  
HYSTER STACKS UP

EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLERS
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CLEAR PRECISION

SUPERB VISIBILITY AIDS PRECISE  
POSITIONING OF CONTAINERS AT ANY  
HEIGHT FOR EFFICIENT LOAD HANDLING. 
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UNRIVALLED  
DRIVER COMFORT

As well as being tough, Hyster® 
Empty Container Handlers are also 
designed with the operator in mind. 
A sophisticated operator interface 
and intuitive controls within an area 
designed for convenience and comfort 
mean that the driver can always 
concentrate on the task in hand.

The position of the cab at the rear of the 
truck ensures excellent visibility for stacking 
or lorry loading, and when travelling the 
load can be carried low, which aids stability 
and reduces wear.

Vista cab
The Hyster “Vista” cab is an environment 
designed to minimise operator fatigue  
and maximise productivity. It is spacious, 
with excellent height inside, offering all 
round visibility.

EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLERS
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INTUITIVE CONTROLS

THE JOYSTICK ENABLES 
EXTREMELY PRECISE CONTROL  
OF THE MAST AND SPREADER.
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Hyster® Empty Container Handlers are 
engineered to offer outstanding operating 
solutions with highly reliable integrated mast lift 
spreaders. Clever design maximises visibility of 
the working area and loads to ensure efficient 
and safe handling, whilst industry leading lift 
speeds aid productivity levels.

Specific engagement systems designed for different 
application and driver requirements mean these  
trucks are targeted to meet the particular needs of  
your business.

Safe handling
The integral safety controls monitor operations  
and keep the driver fully informed, increasing  
operator confidence, even in the most  
challenging environments.

A SPREADER TO SUIT  
EVERY APPLICATION

SPREADER OPTIONS

Model 584LA is a telescopic side 
lift spreader for the handling of two 
empty ISO containers simultaneously.

Model 584LB is a telescopic side 
lift spreader for the handling of two 
empty ISO containers simultaneously. 

Model 584LD is a telescopic side 
lift spreader for the handling of two 
empty ISO containers simultaneously.

Model 584LF is a telescopic side 
lift spreader for the handling of two 
empty ISO containers simultaneously.

Model 586TB is a telescopic side lift 
spreader with vertical twistlocks for 
the handling of one single empty ISO 
and Binnencontainer with a width up 
to 8’6”.

Model 588TB is a telescopic side lift 
spreader with vertical twistlocks 
for the handling of single empty ISO 
containers.

Model 589TB is a telescopic side lift 
spreader with vertical twistlocks for 
the handling of one single empty ISO 
and Binnencontainer with a width up 
to 8’6”.
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EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLERS

CLASS LEADING  
UPTIME

Hyster® trucks are designed to make 
light work of servicing, with fast and 
clear access to all major components 
enabled by the large gull wing hood. 
Regular daily checks are facilitated 
by the clear design of all gauges and 
controls. These trucks are designed 
to operate reliably even in the 
harshest of conditions and offer the 
best possible uptime to keep your 
business running smoothly.

Long service intervals
Extended service intervals ensure the 
maximum operational availability of 
your Hyster® Empty Container Handler. 
Major components are engineered for 
500 hour service intervals, while the PC 
diagnostic system aids first time repair and 
preventative maintenance.
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EASE OF SERVICE

CLEAR ACCESS TO MAJOR COMPONENTS 
EXPEDITES EASY MAINTENANCE.
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RELIABILITY IN EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLING

50 YEARS OF HYSTER HERITAGE IN CONTAINER HANDLING 
AND SPREADER DESIGN PROVIDES SUPERB PERFORMANCE 
IN EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLING APPLICATIONS.
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EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLERS

Hyster® has been conquering the world’s 
most demanding applications for more 
than 80 years. A continual and rigorous 
programme of research and development 
means that our trucks are always at the 
forefront of technological excellence.  
Our world-class testing facilities ensure 
that each truck is designed to meet the 
most stringent quality controls, giving 
you the confidence to rely on Hyster® for 
unsurpassed strength and dependability.

Hyster® trucks have always had a strong 
reputation for robust design and durability. 
Renowned for producing extremely reliable 
and comfortable trucks, the current range 
has the added benefit of low lifetime  
cost of ownership.

INNOVATION  
YOU CAN TRUST 
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EMPTY CONTAINER HANDLERS

A world leader in the manufacture of 
materials handling equipment, Hyster® 
offers a comprehensive range of Big 
Trucks including Heavy Duty Forklift 
Trucks, Empty Container Handlers, Laden 
Container Handlers and ReachStackers, 
all supported by a global parts supply 
operation to meet your materials 
handling requirements.

Global Advantages
Hyster customers benefit from the expertise 
and resources of a worldwide manufacturing 
organisation with a global approach to 
product design, manufacturing, supply-chain 
administration and global distribution network.

We are able to maximise economies of scale 
and achieve consistent quality. At the same 
time, the company retains the flexibility to tailor 
products and solutions and to adapt production 
capacity in line with regional market demands.

Tailored Solutions
A large proportion of Big Truck sales  
require special engineering and Hyster  
has a highly-experienced engineering  
team actively supporting specific  
application requirements.

GLOBAL OPERATION 
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DEALER NETWORK

Our Dealer Network offer support in fleet management, parts 
supply, capital procurement and specialist training. Our carefully 
chosen dealers understand customer requirements and 
operating environments, and will assist in selecting the right lift 
truck and provide fast, reliable support. 

SERVICE SUPPORT

Your local Hyster® dealer offers a flexible, customised and 
comprehensive maintenance plan based on each truck’s operating 
environment. Service programmes include scheduled inspections 
and maintenance, backed up by responsive on site service.
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www.hyster-bigtrucks.comwww.hyster.eu infoeurope@hyster.com /HysterEurope @HysterEurope /HysterEurope

HYSTER EUROPE 
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